
Archaix 2.0 Composite Chronology exhibits 62 dates involving 300 events in linear 

timeline combining the Phoenix and Nemesis X Object appearances, the Mayan Long-

Count baktuns and the Anunnaki NER 600 year periods, a history spanning over 74 

centuries to May 2040 and November 2046.   BONUIS: Not on the chart are 21 

additional dated events of things occurring in the world at key times within the 4 listed 

timelines.   

This analysis begins with the year 5239 BC.  It is entirely a human chronology, no matter 

where these humans came from.  This thesis serves to demonstrate that the ancient 

calendars we have today were initiated by events connected to and as a result of, the 

Nemesis Cataclysm.   

The first chronomarker in this study is from 5239 to 4639 BC, a 600 year period.  600 

years is a long period of time, a lot can happen.  600 years ago was the year 1422 AD, when 

less than 1% of the world’s population could read and 90% of the people alive had never 

ventured more than 5 miles from the place of their birth.   It was 185 years BEFORE the 

Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock to found the English colonies in North America that 

would become the United States.  1422 AD was 354 years before the Declaration of 

Independence was signed.  It was 443 years BEFORE the Civiil War ended in 1865.   It 

was 481 years before Orville and Wilbur Wright at Kitty Hawk successfully demonstrated 

manned flight in 1903.  It was 541 years before the assassination of President John 

Kennedy and 569 years before the Internet.   

600 years is a very long time.  In just 200 years we went from horse and buggy to 

cellphones, from coal-burning stoves to nuclear reactors.  And the history of our world is 

complex and much evidence exists that we have been technologically advanced a few times 

in the past. 

We have a lot of ground to cover.   After each chronographical section I will provide you a 

summary.  We are going deeper than any historical analysis you have ever partaken in.   

My research, time-management, and ability to produce all this material is funded by myself 

and donations.  If you appreciate the data and presentations and are able, please donate.  

Links are below.  Also, this entire presentation with all 5 color charts are available on 

Gumroad in crystal clear pds so you can read the data and look at the charts and be able to 

show friends and family what you have learned.  Gumroad link is below, just look for 

Archaix Doomsday Chart.  Sorry for the title, got to name it something.   

 



5239 BCE  Nemesis Cataclysm occurs.  Nemesis implodes, sending Earth, Luna, the Dark 

Satellite, Nemesis X Object, Electra and Phoenix hurling toward Sol.  Electra no longer 

exists, a planet that collided into another world after the cataclysm and today remains adrift 

in the Asteroid Belt.   

4639 BCE   Earth captured in orbit around Sol exactly 600 years after the Nemesis 

Cataclysm. 

4309 BCE. Phoenix named in Gnostic Trimorphic Protennoi text the world is destroyed, 
to return in Last Days; Enuma Elish texts have cataclysm raining 'blood' on earth; 930 year 
old civilization of Adamu destroyed, dust cloud hid the sun, On the Origin of the World 
text of Nag Hammadi Library names Phoenix, The Holy Tablets have a cloud hiding the 
sun  
 
4039 BCE  the Capture of Luna, The Capture Flood.  Moon appears in orbit, arriving 

from destroyed Nemesis System 

3895 BCE lithospheric displacement, 30 degree poleshift causes New Heavens and New 
Earth, fiery flaming sword in sky, Year One in Ancient World's Calendar  
 
3439 BCE  the Gihon Flood, a third mankind dies in cataclysm.  ENKI arrives with 

Anunna.  Nemesis X Object Passover from Nemesis System.  3439 BCE the Gihon Flood, 

a third mankind died, ENKI appears with Anunna.  Near East text cited by Diop states that 

the Anunnaki had only a 60 year window to get to Earth.  This is same date Enoch appears 

in the biblical chronology.  Technolithic Period begins 

(NOTE: Olmec calendar begins 3373 BC, Stonehenge I and 

Newgrange are constructed 3163 BC.  Enoch becomes an Emperor 

over 130 provinces, Maya Itza Temple of the Cross Calendar begins 

3121 BC) 

3113 BCE  impacts, disasters; IMPACT North America 

(NOTE: 3103 BC Vedic Kali Yuga Calendar begun; 2909 BC begins 

the 241,200 ‘turnings’ of Sumerian King-List, or the 670 year reign of 

the Seven Kings till the Flood.  Following year in 2908 BC, Enoch 

vanished into the sky) 

2839 BCE  Noah born.  



(NOTE: 2815 BC Great Pyramid of Giza built at location Enoch 

vanished, called Achuzan.)   

(NOTE: 2778 BC  Egyptian Short-Chronology Start Date) 

2713 BCE  Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

(NOTE: 2699 BC  traditional start-date  of Chinese civilization. 

2653 BCE Sitchin discovered in Near East texts a major disaster  
 
2647 BCE Nemesis X Object departs Sol system to begin 732 years away.  Amazing 

Chinese tradition refers to a 60 year period important to circa “2637 BC…”  Robert 

Temple reveals that ancient highly regarded a 60 year cycle in a calendar.  Anunna Exodus, 

departure, starts Abandonment & Shock Period of 408 years to Great Flood, same 408 

years remembered in ancient American traditions belonging to Water Sun Age.  During 

these 60 years the Anunna vanish.  Post-Technoliithic Period begun, aka Abandonment & 

Shock Period. 

 

(NOTE: 1st year of Emperor Yao of Chinese tradition, 2357 BC) 

 

2313 BCE Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

 

(NOTE: 7th King of the Nephilim Dynasty ascends throne at 

Shurrupak in 2291 BC till the Flood.  Coptic records claim that in 

2283 BC the writings of the Great Pyramid were copied and hidden.  

2254 BC is traditional Chinese date for the Great Flood (only 15 yrs 

off).   

 

2239 BCE Great Flood in May, Year 1656 Annus Mundi, caused by the Phoenix [A.PIN]; 

cataclysm at this time confirmed Dr. Barry Warmkessel who calls it Vulcan, Deluge 

predicted and told to Noah, Manu, Utnapishtim, Zusudra, Antediluvian period over, Vapor 

Canopy collapse, Birth of the Sun, Heliolithic Age begins, Mandate of Heaven in China 



changes, new star appeared, hundreds of cities shoved undersea, worldwide volcanism, 

continental quakes and mudfloods, red rains and cosmic dust fallout; temperary poleshift, 

Book of Jasher  

 

[Freestyle about how all of this is SIMULATED and why] 

 

(NOTE: 2233 BC is start of Babylon’s astronomical records according 

to Callisthenes, 2200 BC is Great Flood according to Roman Marcus 

Varro, 2194 BC date of Flood according to Frisian Oera Lindhe 

manuscript, 2179 BC date of Flood according to Toltecs, 2137 BC 

date for Chinese cataclysm involving sun darkening; 2100 BC is start 

date for reliable Near East dating according to scholars) 

1963 BCE temporary poleshift, quakes, bodies of water moved  
 
1915 BCE Nemesis X Object returns.  Near East texts describe terrible sky dragon, 

writings of India tell of great darkness, flames and stones from the sky.  Babylonians 

recorded that Tiamat passed, a great blackness that swallowed the stars.  Mountains shook.  

This was 32nd year of reign of Nimrod, or Merodak.  

1913 BCE Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

(NOTE: 1899 BC the Tower of Babel incident, disaster, confusion of 

tongues.  Akkad is founded while Nemesis X Object in inner system) 

1855 BC  In 60th year of Nemesis X Object in inner system, or 1855 BCE, a large 

population of Anunna remained on the surface with ordinary humans as the dead world 

disappeared for another 732 years.  During this 60 year period the Sumerian government, 

institutions, language and culture vanishes, replaced by the Akkadian and other warlike 

nation-states throughout the Near East. 

(NOTE: 1849 BC Sodom & Gomorrha, Admah, Zeboiim, Sumerian 

cities and those further east in the Indus Valley, Mohenjo-daro are 

destroyed in massive fallout that hints of technology, not natural 

disasters.  Sumerian civilization ends, Akkad is weakened and the 



AMURRU [Westerners] occupy and rule the entire Near East; these 

would in 1735 BC take over Egypt, called The Shepherd 

Kings/Hyksos, an Amorite Dynasty) 

1687 BCE The Ogygian Flood, cataclysm at this time confirmed Dr. Barry Warmkessel 
who calls it Vulcan; Jacob foreknew of sun darkening, people of Tiahuanacu predicted 
Coming of the Sun disaster, Heliolithic Maritime Empire collapses, New World Age in 
India, 25 year darkness & famine recorded in Mediteranean and in Americas; Minoan 
Linear A begins, giant object seen in sky, Sons of the Sun dynasties all collapse, Book of 
Jasher, Bamboo Books of China, Marcus Varro, Augustine, Julius Africanus, Kraken floods 
Joppa and darkenscthe sun in Perseus [Destroyer] legend, Easter Island abandoned, Avellino 
eruption of Vesuvius  
 

(NOTE: the biblical dating for the 7 year famine in Egypt in Genesis 
occurs during this 25 year darkness, 1659-1652 BC) 

 
1639 BCE  Jacob [Israel] dies in Egypt 

1549 BCE three suns shone, usual storm, sun dimmed, red sky, tsunamis  
 
1513 BCE Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

1411 BCE temporary poleshift and restabilizing, new star appeared, meteoritic fallout, sky 
turned bloody red, flooding, temporary poleshift  
 
1273 BCE Atreus predicted sun darkening, sky bloody red, sun darkened, Socrates, 
Archilochus, Seneca in Thyestes, Euripides in Electra, annals of King Mursilis II of Hatti  
 
1135 BCE cataclysm at this time confirmed Dr. Barry Warmkessel who calls it Vulcan, 
Tuatha de Danaan predicted sun darkening before war at Magh-Tureadh, Mediterranean 
Dark Age begins, Minoan Linear B collapses, Mandate of Heaven in China changes, 
"comet" darkened sun a blood red over Babylon, Mediterranean tsunami, dust rains  
 
1123 BCE Nemesis X Object returned.  China recorded an attack on the sun, the Shang 

Dynasty collapsed.  Start of the object’s 60 year transit.   

1113 BCE Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

1039 BCE  David, giant slayer and future King of Israel, born 

997 BCE large meteorite impact North America at Badlands  



 
859 BC  Phoenix symbol appears on Assyrian relief commemorating Israelite King Jehu 
subservience 
 
721 BCE Assyrian inscription has New World Age beginning, Kingdom of Israel falls to 
Assyria, Almagast, Plutarch, Ovid, Marcus Varro record, sun and moon darkened, clouds 
seen in the heavens, flames in sky, noises from sky, Chinese astronomers  
 
713 BCE (864,000 days)  flux tube blast from sky vaporizes 185,000 Assyrian soldiers.  

Earth’s orbit changed from 360 days to 365.25 days a years.  400 year baktuns of 144,000 

days now changed to 394.5 years each (144,000 days)   

 
583 BCE Thales predicted darkening of the sun, in May, Vandenburg data, new calendar at 
Delphi, Japanese Imperial Period of Sons of the Sun begins, eclipsed sun on monument 
Yazilikaya  
 
445 BCE deJonge recorded disaster caused by "comet," widespread fires  
 
439 BCE  Parthenon commemorated in Athens displaying Noah, War of the Giants, the 

gods 

331 BCE Nemesis X Object returns starting 60 year transit.  The Moon dimmed and sky 

turned blood red, visible from Persia, Near East and Carthage.  Alexander of Macedon’s 

soldiers witnessed flames descend from sky.  Modern eclipses computations show no 

eclipses at this time.  Alexander becomes The Great when he takes Babylon and sits 

enthroned.  This was the 600th year since Israel and Judah split, the Divided Kingdom.   

319 BCE Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

307 BCE Oera Lindh text records disasters in Europe  
 
271 BCE Nemesis X Object totally eclipsed Venus, recorded by the Ptolemies, on its way 

out of the inner system.   

31 BCE Chinese Han Dynasty record, Macedonian record, continental quake from Aegean 
to Judea in May during Battle of Actium, Yucatan ruined- final date stele of Olmeca, sky 
dragon in heavens over Egypt  
 
76 CE   Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 



162 CE  a pandemic disease afflicted China for eleven years and spread throughout the east 

to the west infecting the Roman Empire for 16 years.   Entire provinces belonging to Rome 

were depopulated.  Amidst the massive loss of life the Han Dynasty fell initiating an Asian 

Dark Age that lasted over four centuries until the emergence of the Tang Dynasty…  

246 CE old Briton annal, bloody sword in sky, rain of blood  
 
384 CE Lycosthenes in Chronicon, bloody pillar in the sky  
 

462 CE  Nemesis X Object enters inner system in 60 year transit.  Statue of Zeus at 

Constantinople, removed from an older site, was destroyed.  One of the Seven Wonders of 

the Ancient World 

470 CE Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

522 CE Dark Age begins in Europe, C.E. Britton on reign of Octa of Kent, Welsh annals, 

earthquakes in Aegean .  522 CE is 60th year in inner system.  Earthquakes devastated 

Olympia, Greece.  Sky dragons were seen over Briton, a celestial war of monsters, raining 

great drops of blood followed by famine.  Old records of Kent record that a strange star 

appeared attached to a light ray that ended in a flaming dragon.  Dark Ages began.  ONLY 

year in history when Phoenix and Nemesis X Object in inner system at same time.  Old 

Briton records claimed it was “…a celestial WAR OF MONSTERS.”  During this 60 year 

presence, the Moche Culture of Peru vanished.   

762 CE  Kairite movement still exists today.  This event of 762 CE caused a major rift in 

Judaism.  first year of the Abbasid Dynasty in Baghdad.  The region of ancient Babylon.     

The Mayan conclave met at Copan to correct the calendar.  The skywatchers served as the 

culture's chronologists.   Altar Q at Copan depicts these 16 skywatchers.  762 CE is the 

6000th year of the Anunnaki NER chronology of 600 year epochs from its start in 5239 

BCE 

798 CE. Quakes, dark sun, flooding in Mayan cities  
 
864 CE (Foundation of Time numbers on Anno Domini calendar) 144,000 days of 

another baktun complete.  864 implies RESET, as it did in 713 BC, the 864,000th day of 

the Long-Count.   The Mayan calendar is an ancient AMERICAN timeline and the reset 

here involves the disappearance of the Maya themselves.   

1212 CE. Mass human vanishings; quakes in Middle East  
 



1254 CE Nemesis X Object return to inner system starting 60 year transit.  The Seventh 

Crusade of Rome against Islam to secure Jerusalem fails.  The war between England and 

Scotland would last the exact same 60 years Nemesis X Object was in inner system.   

1258 CE  Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

1314 CE  plague fogs, quakes in China and a great black darkness blotted out the stars over 

Europe, ending the period known as The 7 Comets Over Europe.  Terrible famine began, 

followed shortly after by the Black Death Plague that killed a third of mankind 

1362 CE 1362 CE marks the beginning of exploration and awareness, the foundation of 

Western Civilization of post-Dark Age antiquity.  In fact, in 1362 the Norse-Goth 

expedition of King Magnus of Norway surveyed North America and left behind the 

Kensington Stone inscription discovered in 1898 as proof of their presence across the 

interior.  (6)   This region later to become Canada and the United States of America.   

1488 CE Mother Shipton born, prophesies of 2040 return of sky dragon  
 
1626 CE Chinese record sun darkening, meteoritic rain  
 
1652 CE Mayan baktun of 144,000 days ends and begins in this year. 

1764 CE Astronomer Hoffman in May watches dark object pass over 1/5th sun's surface 
as a million European see it with naked eye, travelling from north-to-south over ecliptic  
 
1902 CE. In May unknown star appeared, quakes, volcanic eruptions, red rains, dust veil, 
Charles Fort caled 1902 "...the other Dark Age...of 1902." Resets.   In 1902 a farmer 
plowing a field near La Majorra in the mountains of Veracruz State discovered the Tuxtla 
Statuette, later acquired by the Smithsonian Institute.  It was a squat, bullet-shaped headed 
human with a duck bill and wings covered in 75 Epi-Olmec glyphs.  Its own inscribed 
Long-Calendar date is March 162 CE which in 1902 made it the oldest Long-Count 
calendar found. (2)   Curious how this date of 162 CE marks a further end to an old 
culture that met a cataclysmic end toppling their civilization in 31 BCE at transit of 
Phoenix, now found in 1902 CE when Phoenix again transited bathing the planet in 
hundreds of millions of tons of red dust. 
 
1962 CE In 1963 the entrance to a vast subterranean metropolis called Derinkuyu was 

accidentally discovered.  a joint U.S.-Russian base on Mars since 1962. Dr. Richard Boylan 

holds that we have had military bases on the Moon and Mars since 1962.  NASA scientist 

Gordon MacDonald concluded that "...it would seem that the Moon is more like a hollow.  

Russian scientists Vasin and Shcherbakov, who claim that the Moon is not an artificial 



satillite but a hollowed-out planetoid fashioned by some advanced civilization.  Radio 

telescopes in 1962 began detecting strong xrays coming from the Cygnus region of space, 

the Cygnus Rift.  Cheyenne Mountain Complex is completed.  first year of operations for 

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base's Foreign Technology Division.  began the Close 

Encounters of the Fourth Kind- abductions of unwilling humans for genetic 

experimentations.  1962 began a spiritual darkening over America 

 
2040 CE May 15th/16th sun darkens by Phoenix, lithospheric displacement, oceans slips 
their basins, New York, London and hundreds of cities shoved undersea, worldwide 
volcanism, continental quakes and mudfloods, red rains and cosmic dust fallout; 6th Seal of 
Apocalypse, 6th sky dragon of Mother Shipton, Black Sun of the Hopi, Fenris swallows the 
sun and moon in Weird of the Gods- Ragnarok means Day of Darkness. Fulfillment of 
33rd degree of Fremasonry  
2046 CE  Nemesis X Object returns to inner system, being the second of two sky dragons 
predicted by Mother Shipton, the Wormwood of Revelation that kills a third of 
humankind.  This begins 60 years till it exits the system in 2106 CE, the year 6000 Annus 
Mundi.  2046 CE  “Time collapses.”  Revelation reads that day, night reduced to a third.  
A 240 day years, 16 hours a day.  Mayan Long-Count (144,000 day baktuns x 13 to 
13.0.0.0.0) 
 
2178 CE is 138 years after 2040 reset 6th Seal cataclysm, but Earth after 2046 no longer 
in same position as it was in 2040 and before. Phoenix no longer a threat. This year is 
Simulation Collapse, when all who are within it exodus into Real universe from this 
artificial one. See our video on 2178 titled The Archaix Paradox.  
 
 


